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STUDENTS BOYCOTT MASS 
Dorm Council Activated 
By J. MICHAEL DUNPHY, News Executive Editor 
Ray Blush. has been elected chairman of the newly 
created Inter-Dormitory Council. The Council was 
created to establish a broader base for student repre-
sentation. Other officers of the new Council include 
Brad Rider, Vice-Chairman; dorm presidents Bob 
Gorin, Brockman Hall; Larry Brown, Kuhlman Hall; 
John Makowski, Marion Hall; and Ray Blush as 
president of Husman Hall. 
Blush, discussing the general 
direction of the Council, stated that, 
"There are four major topics which 
should be investigated: Drinking, 
Parietal hours (girls), Cafeteria, 
and Protection of the Student Park-
ing Lot." 
He (Blush) rurther suggested 
that, "Each dorm should head a 
committee to investigate one speci-
fic topic, present it, and then pub-
lish its findings." 
"As President of Husman Hall," 
Blush said, "I stated at my first 
hall meeting that my purpose in 
accepting the nomination was to 
help the guys in Husman Hall. In 
running for the Chairman of the 
Inter-Dorm Government, I would 
like to expand that idea to help 
all the guys in all the dorms." 
Brad Rider expressed the hope 
that the new Dorm Government 
would "make the individual dorm 
Last year's Dorm Council student's voice heard in relation 
proved weak in two major areas. to the other dorms." 
First, there was a general lack of The structure of the Inter-Dorm-
unity provoked by the fact that not itory Council .provides for a chair-
all the dorms were included and man and vice-chairman atitshead. 
second, a lack of inter-communi- The Constitution of the Council 
cation which hindered the student states that there is to be one repre-
ln terms of representation and the sentative for every one hundred 
dorms In terms of co-ordination of students in the dorms. The break-
activities. down of dorms would proceed as 
The new D 0 rm Government follows: Kuhlman, 4 representa-
s·"ems to be a vast improvement 
over last year's system in respect 
to two major areas. The new sys-
tem incorporates all the dorms and 
all facets of dorm life and it further 
provides a broaderandmoresiruc-
tured base for the individual stu-
dent to be heard. 
tives; Brockman, 3 representatives; 
Husman, 3 representatives; and 
Marion Hall, one representative. 
The Constitution also states that 
if a representative misses three meet-
ings he is liable for impeachment. 
The meetings will proceed under 
Robert's Rules of Parliamentary 
Procedure. 
Cafeteria workers Bessie Murphy, Carmenetta Watson, and Margaret 
Cromwell break for a moment during the special Homecoming buffet. 
Muskies were Invited to bring their dates. 
Object to Compulsion 
By MIKE HENSON, News Editor-in-Chief 
In a boycott authorized by Student Council, 
students in large refused to a t tend the annual 
Memorial Mass held Tuesday for deceased alumni 
and benefactors. 
The boycott came in protest to 
the system of fines levied as a 
penalty for failure to attend and 
the compulsory nature of the an-
nual service. 
The protest was deemed" eighty-
five percent effective by Student 
Council. Dean of Men Patrick J. 
Nally estimated that from two to 
three hundred students attended the 
Mass in the Fieldhouse. Attendance 
to make the final decision on 
whether the Mass could be made 
voluntary lay in the president of 
the university, the university chap-
lain, or In the ROC. 
The boycott proposal was read 
to the Community Conference, in-
stigating lengthy debate among the 
students, faculty and administra-
tors (see Community Conference 
story). 
debate on its implementation. 
Also recommended was a letter 
from Student Body President Gene 
Beaupre to Fr. Paul L. O'Connor, 
president of the university. 
In their policy statement on the 
boycott, Student Council Insisted, 
"We are not boycotting the 
Memorial Mass as such," and they 
offered as evidence the request for· 
all boycotters to attend the Bellar-
mlne Mass. They continued, "We 
are boycotting the compulsory at-
tendance at the Mass. We are boy-
cotting the fine levied at those 
students who do not attend. 
for the Mass is usually eight or -------·-----------.......... --...... ~---
nine hundred. TL p ., B I • 
At the same time the Mass was •• e re111 eat ep Jell 
being celebrated in the Fieldhouse, 
students and supporting faculty 
members were meeting in the Pled 
Piper coffee house to discuss the 
reasons for the boycott and future 
action on the fines. An estimated 
125 students and eight or nine 
faculty members were at the meet-
ing. Later, approximately the same 
number attended the regularly sche-
duled Noon Mass in Bellarmine 
Chapel. 
At the meeting, it was decided 
to issue petitions to the student 
body requesting that "a decision 
in favor of voluntary mass atten-
dance be forthcoming" and that 
• the fine system imposed in regard 
to the compulsory masses be retro-
actively abolished to Nov. 12, 
1968, the date of the Memorial 
Mass." 
President O'Connor's reply to 
the boycott was swift. The fo/low-
:ng letter was sent Tuesday 
morning: 
Mr. Eugene L. Beaupre 




I can't tell you how deeply dis-
appointed I was by the action of 
Student Council in urging students 
not to assist at the Xavier Univer-
sity Community Exercise this 
morning for the repose of their 
fellow students, faculty and Alumni. 
This Memorial Mass is oneofonly 
two occasions when all of the mem-
bers of the Community - faculty, 
students and administrators-pray 
together. 
Your action came at a time 
when I was under the impression 
that Student Council was vitally 
interested in forming a true com-
muruty of the various segments that 
make up Xavier University. Only 
a community that works and prays 
together can be called a true Chris-
tian community. 
I sincerely irust that years from 
now when you members of the pre-
sent Student Council are dead, the 
members of the then Student Coun-
cil will adopt a more civilized, 
charitable and Christian attitude 
and urge their fellow students to 
attend Mass together and pray for 
the repose of your souls. 
Very sincerely yours, 
Very Rev. PaulL. O'Connor, S.J. 
President 
The boycott grew out of student -----------------------------
dissatisfaction with the long-stand-
ing fine system for compulsory 
attendance. In the week preceeding 
the protest, three students drew up 
a proposal for a boycott of (he 
Mass, claiming • a breakdown in 
communications." The alleged 
breakdown came sometime after 
the last spring meeting of the Reli-
gious Development Committee, in 
which arecommendationwasmade 
on the Mass. Confusion still reigns 
on the nature of the recommenda-
tion and on whether the authority 
Before acting on the proposal, 
Student Council waited until after' 
the Monday meeting of the Reli-
gious Development Committe e. 
When the confusion still remained, 
and there was no statement on the 
Mass from the committee, Council 
officers called an emergency meet-
ing. A resolution endorsing the 
student boycott of the Mass and 
urging all to attend the Noon Mass 
in Bellarmlne to offer Mass for the 
deceased benefactors passed with 
no objections after two hours of 
"We feel that a compulsory 
Mass, coupled with a mometary 
fine, is degrading to the act on 
community worship. Our efforts 
to change this policy through nor-
mal channels of the University 
have met with repeated failure. We 
are boycotting to reemphasize and 
restate our arguments for chang-
ing the policy." 
According to Assistant Dean on 
Men, John Henderson, the imple-
mentation of fines will f o II ow 
"standard procedure." 
Students Reply to Nixon's Victory 
By BILL DESMOND, News Reporter 
The Presidential. Campaign of 1968 was one marred 
by enmity, violence, and bitter personal dispute. Both 
the Republican and Democratic PartiP.s were racked 
by internal dissent. The disastrous Democratic Na-
tional Convention shocked and outraged millions of 
American citizens; the campaign of George Wallace 
angered even more. 
From it all, Richard M. Nixon One junior had this comment: 
emerged victorious as, the next • I would have voted for him be-
President of the United States. cause I believe that we need a new 
At Xavier, the reaction to term of horses. If Humphrey had 
Nixon's election was mixed. As been elected, It would have been the 
had been Indicated by the mock same old story ..• a continuation 
election the Young Republicans of Johnson's policy In Vietnam. • 
sponsored on October 24 & 25, "I'm actually hoping his ad-
opinion was divided fairly evenly ministration wUl be much on the 
between those students for Nixon order of Eisenhower's. 1 could do 
and those against. with four years of peace, • said one 
• Maybe he'll be a good Presl- senior from Chicago. 
dent, • was the answer many stu-
dents gave when asked for their A good number of students were 
concerned as to whether or not 
Mr. Nixon would carry out some 
of his campaign proposals. The 
idea of the voluntary Army was 
one particular concern, especially 
wiih those students who are look-
ing forward to graduate school. 
Another student, referring to the 
unemployment - Inflation problem 
(both Mr. Humphrey and Mr. 
Nixon have accused each other of 
planning to raise the unemploy-
ment level in order to compensate 
for inflation), commented • My 
opinion Is that we should have a 
good time trying to get a summer 
job! • 
One rather red-eyed undergrad-
uate, when questioned about the 
new President, mumbled • I'm a 
Muskle and I'm poud of It, • and 
managed to stumble away. Evi-
dently, he had not yet recovered 
particular feelings towards the 
President-elect. Community Conference story page ~ 
from the previous nights' activities, 
most likely the Mount mixer. 
On a more serious note, a soph-
omore had this to say" • He has 
shown in the past to be a man 
who has a temperment which will 
not withstand the pressure which 
accompanies the Presidency. • 
"I think Nixon is definitely the 
right man for the job, • stated a 
freshman, • although sometimes he 
gives people the Impression of 
living In the past . . . • . 
Danforth 
Four seniors have been declared 
winners In the competltionfor selec-
tion as nominees of Xavier Uni-
versity in the Danforth Foundation 
Fellowship eliminations. Dr. Rob-
ert Ashmore, chairman of Graduate 
Scholarship Advisory Committee, 
announced that the four Xavier 
nominees are: Daniel Daly ( Psy-
Of the students querried, many 
seemed already to be looking for-
ward to the election in 1972. More 
than a few thought that Nixon 
would probably be re-elected if he 
lives up to his campaign promises; 
other stated confidently that after 
four years of Mr. Nixon, Ted Ken-
nedy would be able to walk away 
with the Presidency. All agreed that 
the only thing to do now was to 
walt and see what kind of President 
Richard M. Nixon turns out to be. 
.Notninees 
chology), Michael Henson (Eng-
lish), Thomas Kessinger (His-
tory), Gary Marotta (Mathe-
matics). Danforth Foundation 
Fellowships alm at giving personal 
encouragement and financial sup-
port to selected college seniors who 
seek to become college teachers. 
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Editorials 
Mass Boycott Value Needs Weighing 
The Memorial Mass boycott of last Tuesday is 
one of the most serious student moves in recent years, 
especially since many of those distrustful of student 
action will be looking forward to Columbia-type 
confrontations in the future or to the destruction of 
Xavier as a Catholic institution. 
The boycott came, however, as the result of long 
years spent in trying to work within the system. The 
attempt to buck it came only when it was apparent 
not only that there was to be no change, but' that 
there was not even to be an answer from the system. 
When students attempted to discover where the change 
was to be made they could find only a mess of tangled 
communications. While there was probably no inten-
tional coverup, such confusion on a campus compact 
enough to insure good internal communication is 
inexcusable. 
It is unfortunate that the boycott had to come just 
when the sense of real community on the campus was 
at its strongest, and it may be that the protest may 
have done it serious harm. 
A method that would have been an equally effective 
protest and at the same tune would have kept together 
the community would have been for to urge all to 
attend the Memorial Mass but. to turn their bent, 
folded, or mutilated IBM cards over to Student Coun-
cil officers as an indication of their conviction. As-
suming that there were 650 student who left the Mass 
because of the boycott, the organizer~ of the boycott 
could have doubled the number of active protesters. 
The only conscientious boycotters that can be counted 
are the 125 that attended· the Mass in Bellarmine. 
The others, no matter what their intentions, may as 
well have slept in. If only half of the stUdents attend-
ing the Memorial Mass had ruined their cards in 
protest, Student Council could have counted double 
the number of active protesters. 
But the aim of the boycott was shown clearly at the 
Mass in Bellarmine. Students wanted a Mass, but no 
part of monetary compulsion. A protest which aims 
at getting more to the heart of religious services can-
not be seen as an attempt to undermine religion. The 
Xavier community of worshipers has not been des-
troyed; it should rather be bolstered by the move 
toward a willing community. 
-MJH 
To Prese11t ~~To1n do••~s~~ 
By RAE-,JEAN CARR, News Secretary 
Mr. Jim Amatulli, President of the Xavier Univer-
sity Filre Society, announced this week that two 
award winning films will highlight the film showings 
before Thanksgiving vacation. 
"Tom Jones" is being presented 
Friday and Saturday evenings, 
Novetnber 15 and 16, at 8:00p.m 
in the, University Center Theatre. 
"Blow- Up" is scheduled for Fridav 
November 22, 1:30 p.m. and 8:00 
p.m. and Saturday evening at8:00 
p.lm., November 23. Admission is 
75¢ per show. 
Mr. Greg Haskell, student offi-
ccr ln charge of guest speakers, 
reports U1at various members of 
the faculty have been contacted t,o 
comment and lead discussions on 
the film, "Blow- Up," at the show-
ings. 
"Blow- Up" received the highest 
number of votes in the" recent pop-
ular film" category of the film sur-
vey conducted last week by the 
Society. 
"HEY, DON'T FORGET 
TO PUNCH Ol\IE. OUT 
FOR PHl LAND GREGIU 
Gilligan Quote 
Ripped Out of Context 
The News recently became an issue in the Ohio 
senatorial campaign between former Cincinnati 
councilman John J. Gilligan and Ohio State Attorney 
General Richard B. Saxbe when the Hamilton County 
Republican Campaigl! Committee issued a paid ad-
vertisement on page 13 of the November 1 issue of 
the Cincinnati Enquirer. "Things They Wish They 
Hadn't Said" it read, containing caricature of both 
Gilligan and Presidential candidate Hubert H. 
Humphrey, with a quote from each. 
"The University crowd should start riots and 
political revolutions in the area of what this country 
so obviously needs. The most radical element should 
be the University crowd - but in America it is not," 
the ad showing Mr. Gilligan saying. The remark 
wa; attributed to the Xavier News, February 28, 
1964. 
Even in the light of the News endorsement of Mr. 
Gilligan's candidacy, it would be pointless to deny the 
remarks, especially since Mr. Gilligan himself admits 
them. Moreover, every precaution was taken at the 
time to insure that the statements were accurate. 
However, accurate statements do not always tell 
the whole story. Often, a remark is innocent enough 
when seen in the entirety of an article or speech, but 
when isolated becomes sinister. This is obviously 
what happened in the News story on Gilligan's 1964 
speech at Xavier, for both Mr. Gilligan and a student 
who heard the speech insist that the quotes used in 
the News article had been "ripped out of context." 
The university shortly after issued a public apology 
to Mr. Gilligan. 
That this was an obvious breach of journalistic 
Ble11ed ia he who e.:cpeeta nothing, for he ahan cdwczua get it. ethics did not stop the Republican committee from 
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NOTICE 
THE XA\'mRNEWSWJSHgs 
TO EXTEND TO 'l'IM BURKE, 
PHESIDENT OF 'l'HE JUNIOH 
CLASS, I'l'SSINCEREAPOLOGY 
FOR LOSING HIS AR'l'ICU~ RE-
GAHDJNG THE JUNIOR FOAM-
ER HELD ON OC'J'ODEH 27th. 
WE UNDERS'l'AND IT WAS A 
GREAT SUCCESS INSPITE OF 




The New• Ia wUllng ro print 
any letter tha• exhlblta a gen-. 
eral lntereat . to the Xavier 
community. TQ 1lve everyone 
an equat opPortunity to be 
heard, we uk that you make 
an attempt ad limit yourMII to 
500 word.l. No letter ,nu be 
printed unleA It Ia alped, but 
na~MS will be ww.held on re-
queet. The lettera may be liven 
to •Y member ol the News 
atalf, dropped in lle c:ampua 
mall, or sUpped under the door 
In the 'dead of nlaht. Deadline: 




Rev. Father Paul O'Connor, S.J. 
President of the University 
University Center 
Dear Father O'Connor, 
I felt a need to reply to your 
open letter dated November 12, 
1968, to Gene Beaupre. The lack 
of awareness in your letter dis-
tresses me greatly. 
You express your disappoint-
ment for the manner In which Stu-
dent Council handled themselves• 
Tuesday morning, stating that 
"only a community that works and 
prays together can be called a true 
Christian community." 
We seem to have differing Inter-
pretations of what a "true Christian 
community" consists. · 
At Xavier University a person' 
has the opportunity of obtaining 
a college degree. He has a chance 
to walk through many new build-· 
lngs, and to discuss with other 
members typical subjects that peo-
ple talk about In college. This falls 
far short of defining a "true Chris-
tian community." 
What Is the nature of a Christian 
community? When you speak of 
"Christian," d.oes It designate the 
slapping of monetary fines on stu-
dents failing to attend a Mass for 
the dead? Does it mean that a stu-
dent who falls to complete his 
yearly retreat obligation should 
not be allowed back in the univer-
sity? And more obviously, does it 
take for granted a military installa-
tion on a university campus, which, 
under the guise of "national inter-
est," assumes a role in providing 
manpower for the mass murder of 
a long-exploited nation halfway 
around the world? 
1 admit I don't have all the 
answers. But neither do you: and 
your past failure to rectify these 
obvious hypocrisies lead me to 
believe that the students are much 
closer to the truth than you. 
A basic framework for mean-
ingful dialogue is needed. 'l'o see 
this framework evolve will only 
come from the actions of the stu-
dent body. 
I express the aspiration that the 
students continue working c11 
masse, not in Mass. 
Yours in Christ, 
Dennis A. Repennlng 




mirror for a wistful moon, 
weep softly 
at Arnhem. 
Rows of glaring 
stars and crosses 
dare to know 
If we forgot so soon. 
August M. Seher 
November 11, 1968 
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Conference Reaches Dialogue 
By PETE HARSHAM, News Reporter 
Last weekend, November 8 and 9, the Xavier 
Community Conference was held in an attempt to 
foster greater communication between all members of 
the university community. The conference consisted 
of a two day series of discussions and was made up 
of students, faculty, and administrators, along with 
representatives of the Alumni Association. 
Those taking part in the con- Eder, acting as chairman for the 
ference representing the adminls- conference, then introduced the first 
tration were: Fr. Paul 0' Connor, area of discussion to be under-
S.J., Patrick Nally, Raymond taken: that of "the concept of a 
Guye, John Henderson, Fr. Mark university community." 
Schuler, S.J., Dr. Thomas Hail- After considerable discussion of 
stones, Fr. John Felten, S.J., Fr. the concept it seemed apparent that 
Jeremiah O'Callahan, S.J., Irwin it would remain rather nebulous 
Beumer, Fr. Robert Schmidt, S.J., and it was only after the majority 
Ronald Keller, and William conceded that perhaps a university 
Charles and Robert Fitzpatrick of community is one in which we live, 
the Alumni Association. work, and learn together that the 
Members of the faculty present topic shifted to one of a more 
were: Dr. William Meister, Harry specific nature. 
Malay, Terry Toepker, Dr. Alfred "What is the particular function 
Beigel, Dr. Robert Ashmore, Dr. of the faculty, students, and the 
William Larkin, Ernest Fontana, administrators within the com-
Alvin Morrero, Dr. Albert Ander- munlty?" In the discussion of this 
son, Thomas Bruggeman, Dr. question it was apparent that the 
Kenneth Eberhard, Dr. HenrY usual division between students and 
Williams and Roger Fortin the faculty and administration was 
Those students who took part forming once again For it was at 
in the conference were: James this point that student participation 
Lank, Gary Hoene, Robert Bar- in policy making was suggested. 
tels, Tim Burke, Mark Doherty, The student argument suggested 
Matt Hayes, Patty LaGrange, that if we are actually members of 
Mark Hinchy, Jim Hickey, Eric a "university community," we 
Wentz, Owen Donahue, Edward should be entitled to the privilege 
Dolan, Joseph Cummins, Gene of participation in the decision-
Beaupre, AI Gay, Mike O'Connell, making process. 
George Eder, and Michael Henson 
The conference had six major 
areas of discussion: the concept of 
a university community, Xavier's 
unique nature as a Catholic uni-
versity, University Government, 
Academic Affairs, Non-Academic 
Affairs, and Extra-Community in-
volvement. 
Beginning Friday evening the 
conference was opened with key-
note remarks by Mike O'Connell 
who stated that It was hoped that 
the conference would" foster greater 
respect for the community. "George 
The position espoused by the 
majority of faculty and adminis-
trators could be best summarized 
by a statement made by Dr. Wil-
liams: " The ·competence of the stu-
dents is zero." In general, the feel-
ing seemed to be that the students 
were in no way qualified to make 
any decision in reference to univer-
sity policy or curriculum. "The 
student has no other competence 
than to state present problems," 
said Dr. Ashmore. At the conclu-
sion of this discussion the confer-
ence adjourned for the evening. 
Mashies anti Manhood: 
On Saturday morning the dis-
cussions were resumed with "Xav-
ier's unique nature as a Catholic 
University" as the main topic. 
Dr. Ashmore presented the open-
ing comments and asked the ques-
tion "Does the fact that Xavier is a 
Catholic institution, of itself require 
and justify," regulation of student 
moral life, required masses and 
retreats, theology and Philosophy 
courses in the student curriculum. 
He further stated: "Must Xavier 
conceive of its function as regu-
lating or making available a 
Christian atmosphere in which a 
student may develop?" 
At this point the discussion 
turned immediately to the question 
of obligatory masses and retreats, 
the general question being: Why 
are retreats and masses made man-
datory?" Many expressed their 
sentiment that the fine, not the ob-
ligation to attend, was distastful. 
"The fine is offensive, it makes not 
going to mass similar to a park-
ing violation," stated Mr. Fontana. 
In response to the question of the 
need for a fine, it was explained 
that if there is a mass of obligation 
there must be sanctions present to 
enforce the obligation 
The origin of the obligatory 
mass itself is a historical one. Fr. 
O'Callaghan explained that at its 
conception it was felt that the mass 
should be obligatory and a com-
pulsory mass necessitates a sanc-
tion, thus the fine. The mass is 
intended as one of corporate wor-
ship and it was explained thatsuch 
sanctions are necessary in order to 
make the mass a corporate effort. 
It was noted by Fr. Felten that, 
"people feel a very natural objec-
tion to things that are required." 
However, commented Fr. Schmidt, 
"requirement does not make some-
thing bad." The sentiment of the 
students was, however, that If the 
mass is to be a corporate one the 
decision of a voluntaey or com-
pulsory mass should be corporate 
Look lip to the Mon.tessori Kills 
~o the editor: 
I think it is appropriate at this 
Jme to congratulate the Muskies 
on their fine homecoming weekend. 
It would be impossible to ade-
quately thank the many groups 
and individuals who made this 
spectacle possible. It was a week-
end that was almost completely 
unmarred by anything approach-
ing good manners, adult conduct, 
or rational ethics. ( It would be 
absurd to consider anything as 
limited as Christian ethics.) The 
Muskies cannot take all the credit 
for this fine defeat of civilization 
and reason Congratulations must 
also be extended to the many fine 
girls from OLC and the Mount, 
and the girls from back home who 
contributed their insensible bodies 
to the melee. 
Student Council should be ap-
plauded for its many innovations 
• which helped to ensure a successful 
weekend. Remembering the rather 
dubious quality of last year's en-
tertainment, Student Council wisely 
elected to provide outstanding, pro-
fessional entertainment "for this 
year's shows. (Sam and who?) In 
another farsighted move Student 
Council judiciously ·limited ticket 
sales to a number slightly above 
the reasonable capacity ofthe Top-
per Club. 
In the spirit of the weekend, I 
am not sure whether the football 
team is to be congratulated or 
denounced for its remarkable and 
.well-earned victory. In any caseo 
their fine efforts were more than 
undone at the homecoming dance. 
If Coach Biles could be convinced 
to attend a homecoming dance, he 
might become more aware of the 
outstanding potential available in 
the student body - if not suitable 
for the playing field, at least suf-
ficient for the locker room. The 
Muskies hearts were in the right 
place - it's just that their minds 
were in absentia and their bodies 
were out of control. 
With this tremendous show of 
responsible student activity behind 
us, we should push forward, with 
renewed vigor, the legitimate de-
mands for a larger student voice 
in university affairs. This sterling 
example overwhelmingly proves 
that the physical and mental dis-
cipline demanded by philosophy, 
theology, .ROTC, and other re-
quired courses Is completely un-
necessary. The average Muskie 
has shown himself to be a respon-
sible person, capable of handling 
himself and assuming a significant 
position in the university commun-
ity. Possibly, If more such demon-
strations can be planned and exe-
cuted, the administration can be 
convinced to concentrate its atten-
tion and efforts on the more mature 
students - the Montessori kids. 
Stand up and be counted, Mus-
kles - on the tables. One for all 
and all for one. Three cheers for 
Xavier manhood. 
Respectfully, 
Gregory Kitchener '71 
Laments Student License 
Dear Mike; 
The admitted self-indictment that 
passed for a movie review in the 
last isswe of the Xavier News calls 
for compassionate personal con-
cern for its author and indigmant 
condemnation by the Xavier stu-
dent body, faculty, administration, 
alumni and parents. 
If that review is correct, if"good 
old nudity" and "good old hearty 
blasphemy" are matters of Indif-
ference and havingfunisthe"entire 
essence of the matter", then Xavier 
University has lost much of Its 
reason for existence. For this Uni-
versity exists to teach principles of 
objective morality and to foster 
mature student responsibillty. But 
this reviewer has so Irresponsibly 
abused the freedom of the press 
which was accorded hbn as to 
mock the very idea of responsible 
freedom. 
If student leaders expect student 
freedom at Xavier University then 
they must roundly condemn stu-
dent lrresponsibUlty. Freed om 
without responsibility is mere 
license and chaos. If student lead-
ers allow movie reviews such as 
this one to go unchallenged and 
uncondemned, then they can hardly 
claim that Xavier students are to 
be trusted with freedom. 
The name of the sin Is scandal, 
in the technical meaning of the 
word: leading others Into sin. It is 
an offense about which He to 
Whose cause and teachings this 
University is profoundly dedicated 
had some harsh and terrifying 
things to say: about millstones and 
drowning in the depths of the sea. 
This sin is directly opposed to the 
virtue of love or charity by which 
a person wants and effectively wills 
what is truly good for another. 
Let us emphasize the positive: prac-
tical, concrete love In our Xavier 
community. And let us use freedom 
responsibly. 
Sincerely In Christ and 
with great concern, 




The third discussion area pre-
sented was that of University Gov· 
ernment. In this discussion Fr. 
O'Connor explained the operation 
of the university committees and 
"departmental chairman in relation 
to his superiors and the members 
of his department." The major 
question arising from among these 
topics was: Why are there only 
Jesuits on the Board of Trustees? 
Fr. 0' Connor explained that there 
were only Jesuits at the university 
when the Board was formed. Thus 
It seems apparent that It would be 
easiest to perpetuate the Board by 
selecting qualified and competent 
men from among the Jesuits. 
The discussion on Academic Af-
fairs was opened by Fr. 0' Calla-
ghan who discussed the academic 
goals of the total university com-
munity. When the topics were pre-
sented to the conference for discus-
sion the areas ranged from the 
pros and cons of the pass-fall sys-
tem to teacher evaluation and cuts. 
It seemed to be the general con-
sensus among the faculty that they 
are fairly Cree to teach what they 
want to teach. "Most teachers form 
their own course," stated Dr. 
Meister. 
The students raised only two 
major questions: one dealing with 
cuts, the other dealing with an al-
ternative to the present grading 
system and restrictions of core 
curricula, namely the pass-fail 
system. It was found out that cut 
policy, for the most part, Is In the 
hands of the Individual professor. 
The pass-fall system was subject 
to much more lengthy discussion 
with the only result being a knowl-
edge of the system's good and bad 
points. 
The discussion on non-academic 
affairs was led by John Henderson 
and Ray Guye and touched on such 
areas as •voluntary and/or com-
pulsory religious exercises, • and 
"Methods of comnlU_nlcation within . 
the community." The basic com-
plaints voiced by the students In 
these areas was that the adminis-
tration was Insensitive to their sug-
gestions and out of touch with the 
students. 
"There is a problem of distance 
between students and the adminis-
tration," commented Mr. Morrero. 
The attitude was expressed that 
students want to be given the op-
portunity to be respomlble and that 
there should be some self-determi-
nation on their part. 
In an effort to show the urgency 
with which the conference was 
called and also to demonstrate the 
breakdown· In communication, 
Gene Beaupre presented a lettet' to 
the conference which had been sent 
to him as President of the Student 
Council. The letter signed by three 
students stated that unless attend-
arx:e of the mass of Tuesday, 
November 12 was madevoluntary 
the mass would be boycotted. The 
letter stated that attendance of the 
mass should be a "responsibility, 
freely chosen" Following the pre-
sentation of the letter to the con-
ference several suggestions were 
made as alternatives to the com-
pulsory mass in the Fieldhouse. 
One such proposal called for a 
number of smaller masses around 
the campus in an effort to make 
the mass more personalized. How-
ever, since the mass Is supposed to 
be one of corporate worship these 
proposals could only be rejected. 
The Community Conference was 
in no way able to obtain resolu-
tions to the problems that were 
discussed, for it was not a declslo~ 
making body. The conference was 
merely a group of concerned mem-
bers of the still-nebulous university 
community. "The conference was 
valuable In opening new avenues 
of communication," said Patty 
LaGrange, "and It will force all of 
the members of the community to 
reevaluate their positions." 
Lettt~rs to the Editor 




Congratulations and thanks to 
Dick Hague, Mike Henson et. al. 
for their fine reading of Dylan 
Thomas' Under Mlikwood. To say 
It was thoroughly enjoyable Is an 
understatement belaboring the ob-
vious. 
At the same time, it also seems 
obvious that the paucity of the 
Xavier populous in attendance is 
Indicative of the state of the arts 
at our fair campus. Xavier, nestled 
in the Queen City, has not escaped 
this Age of the Technique, this age 
of men habituated to expect that 
there Is a method to meet every 
need. The sad fact Is that we are 
often blind to our fundamental 
human needs. We fail to heed the 
words of Albert Camus: "If one 
has no character, one has to apply 
a method." 
We attend what has become a 
warehouse of ideas; we call it col-
lege. We learn the proper use of 
facts and imbibe a jargonized, 
classified set of means to perpetu-
ate our assembly line culture. We 
thereby mechanistic complex where 
we take on, paradoxically, the 
attributes of the machines we in-
vented to save us time, to free us 
for leisure. 
It is no wonder, then, that our 
"enjoyment• is dependent on what 
Is manufactured, multi-amplified 
sound being one example. It is no 
wonder, then, that an opportunity 
to listen to the creative use of a 
human resource, language, by an 
acknowledged master, Dylan 
1'homas, is given such poor' recep-
tion, is rated • not my bag• by so 
man:v students. One begins to won-
der about the direction of that 
movement. 
The arts are not, and never 
have been, a panacea for the ills 
of the human heart. Yet It seems 
that one of the roles of the arts, 
at least in this age, is to reactivate 
or awaken those dimendions of the 
human heart which have atrophied. 
(Continued on page 8) 
., 101111 L SIOIT 
Charlie Brown, Snoopy, 
Lucy, Linus, and Schroeder 
dramatize new parables to 
fit our times. 
Cloth, $4.95 1 Paper, $1.95 
At all bookstores 
ffj Harper &J Row 
1817 
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By JACK MURRAY, Newe Sport1 Edllor 
WHY FOOTBALL- part one 
Every year you hear the same gull about dropping football at Xavier. 
A rertain segment of the student body badgers Father Paul O'Connor, for 
varied reasons, asking why XU has to have this - as sportscaster 
Ted Husings called it - "Automnal madness". The arguments range from 
. anything to financial difficulties - football does not lose as much as some 
think because of Waite Hoyt's athletic drive- to wasted money which oould 
be used to better the academic program, to just plain hating athletics. Certainly 
there are'more important issues in the world 
today than whether two behemoths should 
destroy each other on Corcoran Field. Col· 
lege footbaU is not the integral part of 
college life. Now there is a dastardly war 
11,000 miles away whicli threatens to grab 
many June graduates. And unlkie their 
predect'SSOrs, the now-generation of students 
are asking questions about the war they 
are told to fight. 
Yes, these are trying times; but there 
must be a balanre in ones life. Football 
offers a positive direction, offsetting the 
negative and cynical cries against the Con· 
gress in Washington and the Jiving racist backlashers. People need entertain· 
ment. In a way football is a microcosm of life. It is a struggle. 
As Theodore Roosevelt, who once threatened to outlaw the game, said, 
"Far better it is to dare mighty things, to win glorious triumphs, even though 
checkered by failure, than to rank with those poor spirits who neither enjoy 
much or suffer much, because they live in that gray twilight that knows no 
victory or defeat." 
•••• 
WHO CARES 
The pep rally held before the Dayton game,. was the most sickening sight 
any team could behold. Held between Kuhlman and Husman Hall it proved 
more of a bombediers paradise than any display of college spirit. Students 
or rather some half-wits, too lazy to leave their rooms, bombarded other 
students on the ground with firecrackers, not to mention other assorted debris. 
How do you think the football players felt, who, week after week get knockPd 
dizzy, for what? They beat Dayton anyway. They won in the last len seconds 
with half the stands emptied, because of a little rain of course. 
Other schools are experiencing sapped spirit also. Penn State, with an en· 
rollment of 25,000 held a pep rally earlier this year. Yet only 100 bothered 
to appear. 
"The students are not as gung·ho," said Any Crane, sports editor of the 
Columbia Dailey Spectator. "Kids just don't go in for pep rallies. I think the 
idea of the pep rally may be out of date. The old image of college life - the 
raccoon coat, living for the football team and idolizing the football player 
is out even at schools where the football team does well. Here, and at other 
schools, the student is concerned with political issues. He. ~as to be concerned. 
He could be dead in two years." 
Crane then added if the war and the battle for civil rights ended success-
fully, and soon, the attitude on campus would change. 
But here at Xavier the "jocks" are held in scorn by some who still believe 
in the old gladitorial stereotypes. Snide remarks follow losing games. The fan 
expects, the athlete to "kill", "blood" "guts"; "entertain me." But as for being 
educated - naw. It is useless to argue with these people who believe that 
nonsense. Uke everything else the athlete is changing and becoming more of 
a student-athlete, instead of just - as Jim Murray, LA sportswriter, put it -
"boys who came from a long line of people who worked too hard with their 
muscles to develop their brains very much. In the past a football team was 
not an extension of a student body, but was as carefully selected as the Ger· 
man General Staff. The only thing a football team had in common with the 
institution it purported to represent was a common mailing address. Football 
players showed up on campus only for practice." . . . . 
SOME FOOTBALL HISTORY 
Football is, in many respects, the most American game of them all despite 
a foreign start. 
Did you know that football originated in England over 900 years ago? 
That the first official football was the head of a dead Danish brigand kickL-d 
about the battlefield after a victory. That the first "civilian" football was an 
annual game to celebrate Shrove Tuesday in the town of Chester, England? 
It was played with a cow bladder. 
Did you know that King Edward llJ bud to ban football in 13(>5 becau!lt! 
soldiers would rather play football than practice archery? That the first "inter· 
school" football game in America was between Princeton College and Prince-
ton Theological Seminary? Each team had 25 men playing at once. That the 
first intercollegiate football game in America was between Princeton and Rut-
gers on November 6, 1869? Rutgers won 6 goals to 4, but didn't win another 
game with Princeton until 1938. 
Did you know that the eleven-man team was not introduced until 1880 
and rlirt'Ct JIOSSt'Ssion of the hull didn't enter the rules until the snme year? 
That the term "gridiron" simply comes from sonwhody's flip obst•rvation that 
the playing field looked Jikf.' an iron !(rid WIH'Il till' white five-yard Jines Wt•re 
first introduced in I HB2'? That the first All· American team wns c·host•n in IHH<J 
(Continued on page 6) 
X PULLS TOGETHER FOR 
Pholo by CHUCK TRIESTER, of New1 Stalf 
OTTO GRAMKE (double 0) kicking the winning field goal 
6ramke Boots in Clutch 
By JOHN PRICE, News Sporll Reporter 
For the second year ln a row Tom Gramke made Homecoming 
his special day. It was a rainy afternoon last year when Tom 
accounted for the only score ln a 3-0 victory over Villanova and this 
year In the midst of another rain shower, he booted the decisive fteld 
goal from 34 yards away to provide Xavier with a thrilling 27-25 
victory over Daylon. 
Undoubtedly both sides played 
one of their ftnest overall games of 
the year, and every fan In attend· 
a nee musl agree that It was a con-
test which ranged from the bizarre 
to the spectacular. Thepuntingwas 
exceptional, the passing sharp, the 
running excellenl, and the contact 
crisp. II was a game which saw 
Xavier score with twelve men on 
the field, a great ballback returned 
to action, and for the lovers of 
violence, both teams emptied their 
benches for an old-fashioned free-
for-aU In the fourth quarter. 
Much of the fine Homecoming 
turnout of 12,181 had left disap-
pointed after Mark Hedrich split 
the uprights with a 22 yard field 
goal with just 31 seconds remain-
ing to give the Flyers a one point 
advantage. But the Muskies, who 
continued their never-say-die 
brand of football, quickly set up 
their final tally when Dayton defen-
der Dan Rogan tripped Dick Barn-
horst at the Flyer 16. 
Xavier had taken a 7-0 lead 
In the second quarter when AI Ip-
polito scampered around the U.D. 
left end from seven yards out. It 
was on this play and the previous 
one that the Muskles had an extra 
player on the field. The Dayton 
coaches were late In realizing the 
situation, so the score stood. 
Dayton's recovery of an on-side 
kick gave them excellent field posl· 
tion at the XU 48, and in four 
plays they tie-d the score with Ber· 
nie Kress slamming In from the 
three. 
As they have done on several 
occasions this year, the Muskles 
fell behind before the end of the 
half. Dayton quarterback Jerry 
Biebuyck found halfback Bob 
Madden open for a 37 yard scor· 
ing toss giving the Flyers a 13-7 
advantage. 
ning game all season, Waller 
made the count 21-13 on a six-
yard run with 2:07 remaining In 
the third quarter. 
With only five minutes gone In 
the fourth quarter, the Flyers 
vaulted In front 22·21 on a Kress 
touchdown and a Hedrick field 
goal. 
Gramke's first field goal, a 38-
yarder, with five minutes left in the 
game gave the Muskles a short-
lived 24-22 lead and set up the 
last-second fireworks. 
Five of Jerry Buckmast's nine 
completions were to Barnhorst, 
giving Barny a season's total of 
40 receptions and a ranking of 
eighth In the nation in that de-
partment. Waller, showing few 
signs of the injuries which have 
hampered him all year, miracu· 
lously gained 1-6 yards on 
11 carries. 
For their roles In returning the 
Governor's Cup to Xavier, Jerry 
Mouch and Tom Gramke were 
respectively named the outstand-
ing defensive and offensive players 
of the week. 
FBOSH 11-3 
By DENNIS ECKART 
The '72 Muskles have found 
the going rough lately as they 
have fallen before Miami 42-7 and 
most recently the University of 
Dayton freshmen 23-21 in a game 
that was strangely reminiscent of 
our varsity's conquest over Dayton 
in our Homecoming game. 
The Dayton game was close all 
the way as both teams were score· 
less in the first quarter but Xavier 
took the lead into the locker room 
with them at half time by 4 points, 
14-10. Ivy Williams took an 11 
yard pass from Stan Thompson 
and Ray Lancgaster ran it over 
from 12 yards out with Ed Huber 
getting both conversions to account 
for the Muskies 14 points at half-




By CHUCK QUINN 
TOLEDO Journeying up to 
Toledo the Xavier Musketeers were 
14 point underdogs, but X rallied 
In the second half lo win 20..1 0 . 
In freezing temperatures the 
Musldes started on their 19 and 
·matched 81 yards In 21 plays for 
a touchdown. The running of Ray 
Baur, AI Ippolito and DaleMutryn 
paved . the way. lppollto went the 
last five yards for the score. Tom 
Gramke's kick made it 7- 0 with 
only 4:20 remaining in the first 
period. 
Toledo look the baD on their 
own 37 after the kickoff, but were 
unable to move the ball and were 
forced to punt. Then it was the 
Toledo defense's turn to stop the 
Musketeers. With 3rd and 15 from 
the XU 25,Allppolltoqulck-kicked 
65 yards to the Rocket 9 yard line. 
Toledo banded the ball over to 
XU when Roland Moss's run with 
a fumbled attempt gained only 1 
ya1d. 
Xavier began to move on what 
appeared to be another touchdown 
drive. Toledo stopped It when they 
recovered Steve Ecclesone's fum· 
ble on their 22. Moss and Bob 
Pfefferle broke through for gains 
of 23 and 48 yards respectively. 
These runs put the ball deep into 
Muskle territory. Finally Moss ran 
around left end for the TD. Ken 
Crots's placement made it 7-7. 
The Muskie offense was held 
again and Toledo took Ippolito's 
punt on their 22. The running of 
Moss and Pfeferle and a 23 yard 
pass from Steve Jones to Dave 
Daniels put the ball on the XU 22. 
Then the Muskle defense dug in 
and the Rockets had to settle for a 
Field Goal by Crots. 
In the remaining minutes of the 
2nd quarter the .XU offense could 
not mount an attack and the half 
came to a close with the Rockets 
leading the Muskles 10.7. 
Neither team scored during the 
3rd period. Toledo was heading 
for a score when Vic Nolting inter-
cepted a pass In the Xavier end 
zone. The Muskies took the ball 
up the field only to have a 53 yard 
field goal attempt fall short. 
Just before the 3rdquartercame 
to a close Mike Sherrett recovered 
a fumble on the TU 40. The run· 
nlng of Baur and Bill Waller and 
passes from Buckmaster to Ippolito 
and Jim Murray set the stage for 
the next score. Ray Baur powered 
his way over the goal line from 7 
yards out. Gramke failed on the 
Conversion attempt and XU led 
13-10. 
Neither team was able to move 
the ball till Xavier got possession 
with a little over five minutes to go . 
This scoring drive was climaxed 
when Dale Mutryn plunged over 
from the 2 yard line with 4 minutes 
remaining. Gramke's kick was 
good. 
The Muskie Defense tightened 
and TU could not do anything on 
two series of downs. 
Biebuyck had probably his best 
passing game of the season. 
Throwing just to complement the 
Flyer's fine running attack, Ble-
buyck hit on 10 of 14 attempts 
for 185 yards. Both Madden and 
Kress broke the Dayton career rec· 
ord for rushing attempts. 
field goal and a 21 yard pass from .--------------"' 
The turning polnl of the game 
occurred early In the third quarter. 
Blll WaDer, who hadn'l carried the 
ball since the season opener 
against Miami, popped through a 
hole opened by Dale Mutryn and 
outdistanced the U.D. defenders on 
a 68 yard scoring jaunt. It was 
just the spark lhat the Muskles 
needed, for the tempo of their play 
picked up appreciably after that 
score. 
Providing the outside running 
speed which has been con· 
spicuously absent in the XU run· 
Ron Krechting to Kosins to end the 
first half. 
Xavier scored only one more 
time and that was In the third 
quarter on a four yard run by Ivy 
Williams. Dayton was able to rack 
up two more touchdowns on passes 
on 63 and 9 yards. Xavier had a 
chance to win the game in the final 
minute but an 18 yard field goal 
attempt by Ed Huber was wide. 
The Muskies travel to Athens, 
Ohio, to face Ohio University in 
the final contest of the season for 
our freshmen squad. 
~OLLEGE 
NITE 
A specfal CoUese Nlsht wW 
be held Saturday evening al 
7:00 at the CinciDD&U Garde111 
when the Royat. clash with lbe 
agsressive Atlanta Hawka In 
regular season NBA contest. 
Discount coupons can be ob-
tained at the Dean of Men's 
omce- $3.50 tJckets for only 
$1.75. Saturday enter by way 
of gate nine. 
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A Momer~!inu~~!~!furray 
and included five men from Princeton, three from Harvard, and three from 
Yale? That the highest score ever auained was in 1900. Dickenson trounced 
Haverf'ord by a score of 227to 0. 
That the forward pass was not permilled until 1906, and even then gained 
no popularity until Knute Rockne, playing an end for Notre Dame, made it 
famous in 1913. 
Did you know that in the late 1930's, Chicago University noisily knocked 
out football? (Marquette and Detroit dropped football, but now are crying 
for its return.) That the stadium was then used by Dr. Enrico Fermi, who 
perf'ected an atomic reaction. He unlocked the secrets of energy, sealed the 
doom of Nagasaki and Hiroshima, introduced the nightmare of allout, and 
put the human race in a perilous state. Mankind is now on the way out. 
Mtt8hi@ 
Mor8@l8 
Dave Lynch made a surprise 
visit to Xavier over last weekend. 
Off from a three day pass, he 
attended basketball practice on Sat-
urday and later conferred with 
Coach Krajack. Dave gets out of 
reserve duty February first. . . 
Joe Pangrazlo was also home for 
the weekend. Joe gets out Febru-
ary second. . . The Notre Dame 
basketball squad played before 
7,000 spectators In their new field-
bouse which will be opened for the And anyway, is a college a college without football? 
Next week: part two- Football's future at Xavier. I I first game, December 7, against • UCLA. .. Jerry Buckmaster, who 
\.----------------------------' throws the ball far away when he 
MARY ANN HAAKE Is crowned Homecoming Queen while 
one of the special guests looks on with enthusiasm. 
has to ground u, says that the Sa i lillg N ot@8 a fourth was very respectable ... official In the Dayton game told The weekend ·of November 2 
him 'to start throwing the ball at The Xavier saUing team placed proved to be more gratifying for 
Flashes Show Nothing 
By CHRIS NICOLINI, News Sports Reporter least in the vicinity of a teammate, fourth out of eight schools this Xavier as far as team finishes were 
because you're embarasslng me' past weekend at Indiana Univer- concerned. In a triangular regetta 
The Kent State Golden Flashes It should take little to get the ..• Barry McDermott, ofthe Cin- sity. Toledo, Notre Dame, and held by Cincinnati, Xavier bested 
operate from a basic pro-set, and Muskies "up" for this game. clnnati Enquirer, is 24 years old Indiana finished ahead of Xavier, Its cross town rival by sweeping 
show variety in their play calling. Memory of the last two games and is developing a style that with Ohio State, Cincinnati, South- four firsts out of six races. Chris 
Quarterbacking has been Steve should be a stimulus. Each win is deals with the humaness of sports ern Illinois, and Sienna Heights Comng and DIU Wykoff tied for 
Toustdorf and Tom Mokros. Both also important for the Muskies to rather than the drab statistical following. Low point skipper for low point skipper honors by each 
sawalotofactionlastweekagainst have the "great" season Coach bent. .. Remember the columnhe XavierwasChrisComng,asopho- taking two firsts. Ohio Wesleyan 
Marshall. Truetdorf was among DUes says is still possible. Also, wrote about the XU- UC rivalry- more. Considering the calibre of and Cincinnati finished second and 
national leaders in total offense a win would put Xavier ahead In NOTHING TO GAIN - last the skippers from the big ten third respectively behind the vic-
earlier in the year before slowing •th_e_a_l_l.:,tim_e_se_.:,r.le_s_, _5_-4_-_1_. _____ m_o_n_th_. ____________ sc_h_o_o.ls..;.p.re.se_n_t_a_n_d....;,N.;.o . t.;.re....;,D;.;am-•e,;...to.;.ri-o,;u.;.s.;,Miiiiiiuoiiskiiioeiilteeoiiiilr.;,s.-.. _____ 
1 down. 
Don Nottingham, a 5'10" 205 
lb. sophomore, has been perform-
ing well at fullback and tailback in 
spite of Kent's death of success. 
Another sophomore, Jerry Wil-
liams, a tailback -fullback from 
Pittsburgh was impressive last 
week. The husky Williams carried 
27 times for 154 yards. 
Joe Pledges, Injured last year, 
but a soph sensation two years 
ago, with 640 yards rushing, has 
reportedly quit the team. 
Garland Wilson, who gained 
649 yards last year as a sopho-
more has been inconsistent. Bill· 
Luksis catches passes from his end 
spot. Indianapolis' Earl Price, a 
boyhood playmate of Tom Kie-
bach, is a 6'4" 250 pound tackle. 
Kent's defense, according to 
Xavier scouts "is not the reason 
for their poor showing." The 
coaches feel. the inconsistent Flash 
offense has put too much pressure 
on the defenders. 
Jim Corrigal, a 6'3"232pound 
junior Is a top defensive tackle. 
Corrlgal, an import from Samia, 
Ontario, Canada, was All-MAC as 
a sophomore. 
Jim Foxx, son of baseball Im-
mortal Jim, Is a defensive safety. 
Healthy, Nick Zuj (6-3, 232) is as 
fine a linebacker as there is In the 
MAC. Zuj has been banged up on 
and off. 
For men who want to be where the 
action is. Very schussy. Very mas-
culine. ALL-PURPOSE LOTION. 
$2.50, $4.00, $6.50. From the com-
plete array of ENGLISH LEATHER 
men's toiletries. 
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McCarthy-The Course Of American Politics? 
This is tile seco11d of tile News serU!s of articles 011 topics of ge11eral 
i11terest to the community. A defellse of universal military service will 
appear soon. Any member of tile studelll body, faculty, or adminis-
tration. o{Xavier University is invited to subniit such articles. 
With the drama of the 1968 elections completed, 
the poet-Senator from Minnesota may prove to be 
more than an interesting historical footnote. McCarthy 
could change the course of American politics by being 
instrumental in institutional changes, alteration in the 
two party system, and traditional methods of political 
activity. 
Looking in retrospect at the 
1968 elections, McCarthy's imme-
diate effect might have been mini-
mal. One can only speculate that 
the Minnesota Senator deprived 
Humphrey of votes necessary to 
win the election. In all probability 
McCarthy supporters gravitated 
toward Humphrey rather than 
Nixon. McCarthy contributed to 
Democratic disunity, but anti-war 
and anti-Johnson sentiment was 
strong before McCarthy and prob-
ably would have resulted in dis-
unity without personification in the 
Senator. However, the long range 
consequences of the McCarthy 
movement may prove substantial. 
The McCarthy movement may 
prove instrumental in the abolish-
ment of the antiquated convention 
and electoral college systems, in 
favor of the more democratic na-
tional nominating primary and 
presidnetial election based upon 
popular vote. These institutional 
changes will revitalize our demo-
cratic structure. The nomination 
of a candidate will not hinge upon 
repayment of a political debt or 
sectional compromises and his elec-
tion would not depend on the votes 
of a few stratigicaUy located ethnic 
or minority groups. 
However, I believe that the rami-
, ffcation of the McCarthy movement 
may be more "fundamental than 
changes in the convention system. 
The events of Chicago dramatized 
the plight of the idealist as the fire 
of the machine devowered both the 
candidate and his position. 
The absurdity of the system was 
laid bare and the politically active 
student was forced into a more radl-
cal position. The McCarthy sup-
porters, denied a voice in the con-
vention hall, found one in the 
streets of Chicago, and through a 
democratic exchange of ideas with 
the Daley police, their point was 
made. They were disgusted, and if 
change could not be implemented 
through the establishment proce-
dure the system must be forced to 
change; Could those in the con-
vention hall be trusted to abolish 
the convention system or would 
they abolish it only when they were 
convinced the convention wasn't 
worth the embarrassment? I think 
that to attribute a strong attacho-
ment to democratic reform on the 
part of party leaders like Mayor 
STEAKHOUSE 
Spocivl Cd Cltvr·lroilod 
• Sirloin Steak 
• Idaho Baked Potato 
C .. f"s Crisp Gtrfloll 
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say the word 
for you 
Give him Jade East, 
the classic 
gift of elegance 
that says he's 
dashing, exciting, 
your kind of man .. 
Jade East Cologne 
from $3.00: 
After Shave from 
Cologne & After 
Gift Set, $5.50. 
as an alternate 
fragrance, try Jade East 
Coral and Jade East 
Golden Lime. All are 
available In a complete 






Dan O'Dell Smith 
Daley requires a long stref4:h of 
the Imagination. I believe that the 
hypocrisy of the 1968 nominations 
may weD prove the value of work-
Ing outside the established system. 
Many McCarthy supporters 
hope that he wJU lead a thrld party, 
and although nothing deftnlte has 
been said, the Senator has never 
denied third party ambitions. 
Furlhermore, he has not ruled out 
the possibility of seeking the presi-
dency In 1972, but has stated that 
he will not run as the democratic 
candidate. 
In a two party system the major 
political parties must travel the 
middle-of-the-road to avoid alien-
ating any major interest group in 
the electorate. The result is a policy 
of moderation in political, social, 
and economic reformation. 
When decisive action is neces-
sary. Minor or third party move-
ments, although they have been 
Incapable of perpetuating them-
selves, have often advocated 
reform measures that are even-
tually incorporated into the plat-




Science teachers or science grad-
uates to teach and travel In a 
science lecture program of 
nuclear education presented in 
secondary schools throughout 
the United States. 
During each full week of travel, 
science educators are paid $63 
subsistence, $25 premium pay 
and lodging cost plus a mini-
mum base salary of $600 
monthly. Vehicle is provided 
( with credit card) . 
Qualifications: 
Degree in science or science 
education. 
Capable of extensive tra\'el. 
Good health and speaking 
ability. 
Employment to begin in Decem-
ber, 1068, January, 1969 or 
July, 1969. 






P. 0. Box 117 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 
An E1Jlllll OppiW!tlllily 'f:111pluya 
Implement them. Thys,thlrdpartles 
have provided a valuable contri-
bution to American politics. 
The Progressive party exempll-
ftes a third party whose advocated 
reforms were eventually Imple-
mented. Notable amongthesped.ftc 
Items placed on the Progressive 
Party platform were, the prohibi-
tion of child labor, woman suller-
age, the eight-hour work day, 
Federal regulation of interstate 
commerce, minimum wage, and a 
national system of social insur-
ance. 
A McCarthy-lead third party 
could have a similar effect. Their· 
advocated reform policies could 
force the major parties to enact 
such measures before they would 
have, had it not been for the third 
party stimulus. 
Perhaps the most tragic element 
of the 1968 election was the elec-
tion of a candidate who purposely 
avoided the major Issues fadng a 
crisis-torn nation. 
Americans are not Ideologically 
oriented and their voting habits 
reDect It. For example, many Wal-
lace supporters were found to favor 
Humphrey as asecondchotce. This 
ideological Inconsistency enables 
the candidates to woo mediocre 
voters by repltious platitudes. 
Following the campaign the in-
terested voter could only know that 
both of the two major candidates 
supported law and order, wanted 
to unify the country and end the 
war. Concrete issues were not dis-
cussed, because reveallng one's 
position might have lost votes, or 
perhaps, because thecandidatehad 
no solution, but only noble aspira-
(Continued on page 7) 
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SPECIAL PRICES for ·THESE SPECIAL DAYS: 
E"iENINGS on WED .. 11/:17 o THURS 11/28 o TUES. 12/24 o WED. 12125 o 
TUES. 12/31 (both 8:30 & Midnite ShOW$) o WED l/1. ALL SEATS U.OO 
MATINEeS on THURS. 11.'28 o WED. 12/25 o WED. 1/1 ..... ALL SEATS $2.50 
MATINEES on THURS. 12126 o FRI. 12/27 o MON. 12/30 o 
TUES. 12/31 ................................ ALL SEATS $2.00 
IIIIUIIr Schedule of Reserved 
le1t1, Perform.anc•s 1nd Prletal 
(Other than for those Special days 
listed above! 
MATINEES: Wed. and Saturday $2.00 
EVENINGS: SUNDAY thru THURS. SZ.SO 
MATINEES: SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS 52.50 
EVENINGS: FRIDAY & SATURDAY $3.00 
HOLIDAY EVES. ahd HOLIDAYS S3.00 
r••··~··•••••••••••, 
I VALLEY THEATRE 
I Please send me . . . tic~ets for 
I ........... · at $ ....... each. 
I Matinee n Evenin& n. 1st Alt. Oate 




•1 Please mail stamped self·addressed 
envelope with your check or money 1 order made payable to the Theatre. 
~-·················· 
ALL MATINEES It 2:00 P. M. - SUNOAY EVENING II 7:30 P. M. 
EVENINGS: MONDAY t1Jr11 MTUaDAY II 1:30 P. M. 
TICKETS NOW BOX OFFICE OR BY MAIL 
CPAIITY /GIIOUP Discount lntormltlon Plltll Estllsr Neme 11 2.z.1111) 
GALA OPENING WED •• NOV.13th AT 8:30P.M. 
!WED .. NOV. 13th, 8:30 P. M. Sponsored 
by International Order of Alhambra for 
tile Benefit of The Resident Hom3 for 
Menially Retarded of Haonllton County). 
!THURS.. NOV. 14th, 8:30 P. M.. spon· 
sored by the 8th District or Ohio Nurses 
Association and the Dept. of OIDiarYR· 
coloiY and Maxillofacial suraery-U. C. 
Medical Center for the Benefit of the 
American cancer society). 
at tile · NEWLY RENOVATED 
VALLEY 
1111 lie•••"• lid., cl,tl, o. ••n1 
(PIIolle 111·1222) 
... REMEMBER THE NAME..:. 
YOUR LIFE MAY DEPEND ON IT! 
ROck Ernest · ··· Patrick Jim 
Hudson Borgnine Me Goohan Brown 
aox.omcE OPENS TODAY 11:30 A.M. to 7:30P.M. c~sLJtr"' TonyBill·l.loyd Nolan 
Reserved Seats Now at Box Office or by Mall screenQiay by Douglas Heyes·screen story by Harry Julian Fink 
SCHEDULE OF PRICES AND I"ERFORMANCES fJlWI1 t'-1"0111 l1t Al\~jot lllc!Bl• dlteeled by John Sturges 
ORCH. & LOGE BALCONY produced by Martin Ransohoff. A Fumw,.,, P(turt A 
Wednesday Matinees....... U.OO U.71 ~Soiii<PwMooft®o~te~u..JtUor Z 
Sat., Sun., Hoi. Mats........ 2.10 2.00 
Sun. thru Thurs. Eves....... 2.10 2.00 
Fri., Sat., Hoi. Eves. & Hols.. . 3.00 Z.IO 
MATS. 2:00 I'.M.oEVES. 8:30 I'.M.oEXCEI''I' SUN. 8:00P.M. 
Please enclose slnmped, self-addressed envelope for return of Uckels 
.ltiiD¥''5' PR .. IIM TIIUII fll'lu I till I 
II E. &th 
call 72l..fi525 
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Peaee Corps Funds 
WASHING T 0 N- Establish· 
ment of a higher education loan 
fund for returned Peace Corps Vol-
unteers was announced today by 
Peace Corps Director Jack Vaughn. 
The fund, started with private 
money raised by members of the 
Peace Corps' National Advisory 
Council, makes a half million 
dollars available In loans to form-
er Volunteers. Each may borrow 
up to $7,500. 
Administrator of the fund Is the 
United Stud~nt Aid Funds, Inc., 
845 Third Ave., New York, N.Y., 
10022. Inquiries should be sent 
there. 
Two in every five of the more 
than 25,000 returned Volunteers 
GOOD 
NEWS 
Contact Lens Wearers 
Ames Contact Lens 
INSURANCE 
$12.00 ANNUAL PREMIUM 
• Immediate coverage. 
• Pays doctor for refitting. 
• Pays laboratory in full. 
• Protects against every 
loss or damage to lenses. 
• Non-cancellable, no limit 
to number of losses. 
SEND COUPON BELOW FOR APPLICATION 
r·AMEsiNsURAMcEAGENc~i;c.· 
P. 0. Box 45045 




continue their education after Peace 
Corps service, most of them on 
the graduate level, Vaughn says. 
"Volunteers comehomeenriched 
by their overseas experiences, with 
the potential to make positive, sub-
stantive contributions to our insti-
tutions or higher learning," say 
Vaughn. • Their insights gained 
from living deeply in other cultures 
should be shared with all Ameri-
cans, which Is one of the goals of 
the Peace Corps, and the fund's 
purpose is to provide more former 
Peace Corps Volunteers that oppor-
tunity." 
Former Volunteers are eligible 
up to two years after completion 
of Peace Corps service. Eligibility 
is extended for returned Volunteers 
who enter the military or who are 
employed by the Peace Corps after 
completion of Volunteer service, 
Loan repayment at maximum 
interest rates of seven per cent need 
not begin until nine months after a 
former Volunteercompleteshisedu-
cation. Borrowers are eligible for 
interest subsidy by the U.S. Office 
of Education which will pay all 
interest on the loan during college 
if the annual income of the re-
turned Volunteer and his imme-
diate family does not exceed 
$15,000. 
(Continued {rom page 6) 
tions and criticism oftheprevailing 
conditions. 
A third party candidate by con-
centrating uponcertainissuescould 
have threatened the major candi-
dates by drawlngvaluablestrength 
from them unless they also cam-
paigned on the same issues. For 
example, the value of student sup-
port was indicated in the McCarthy 
movement and this alliance between 
students and McCarthy had its 
foundation in ideological agree-
ment. 
Thus, the McCarthy movement 
STATE ZIP could radically alter the course of 
••••••••••••••••••••••"" American poUtlcs in the future. 
FUN WORKING IN EUROPE· 
GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get paid, travel, meet people. 
Summer and year round jobs for young people 17 to 40. For illus-
trated literature with complete details on programs offered and 
how to apply, write; ISTC, Admissions, 866 U.N. Plaza, N, Y., 
N.Y. 10017. 
READ THIS 
AS FAST AS YOU CAN 
NO MATTER HOW FAST YOU READ 
SPEED READING ASSOCIATES 
GUARANTEES 
TO AT LEAST TRIPLE YOUR 
PRESENT READING SPEED 
WHILE MAINTAINING SUPERIOR 
COMPREHENSION 
(
MOST OF OUR GRADUATES READ) 
SIX TIMES THEIR ORIGINAL SPEED 
SPEED READING IS A SKILL YOU 
SHOULD HAVE ! 
ACT NOW! 
FOR THE FALL SESSION 
Phone 631-1840 
leA ~ops Equlpnaentl 
In response 10 pleas for used 
television equipment, the TAFT 
BROADCASTING CORPORA· 
TION and the AVCO BROAD-
CASTING CORPORATION have 
both donated to Xavier more than 
$10,000 worth of used 1ear for 
Symmes Studios and the Xavier 
television pro1ram. 
Originally this equipment was 
purchased at a cost of more than 
$100,000. 
In the case of AVCO, the Con-
tributions Committee made an 
interim donation (value: $300.00) 
and expects to give more, "as soon 
as committmenls to educational tel-
eviaion stations in our area are 
resolved." 
The plea reached TAFT 
BROADCASTING CORPORA-
TION just two days before a sim-
ilar appeal arrived from Kent State. 
Mr. Hansher, Vice President of 
Engineering, awarded Xavier ftnt 
option on aU available equipment 
at TAFT stations In Cincinnati, 
Columbus, Buffalo, and Scranton. 
Further, he a1reed to pay shipping 
expenses from Buft'alo and Scran-
ton on pieces ofequlpmentwhich we 
selected. One television camera 
chain (complete setup) is still In 
operation in the Scranton outlet. 
From AVCO BROADCAST-
ING COMPANY: 
2 • WP 33 Power Suppleys 
1 • RCA TG 1 Sync Generator 
Some Distribution Amplifiers 
From TAFT BROADCAST-
ING CORPORATION: 
1 • TK 10 Camera Chain( com-
plete) 
1 - TK 11 Camera Chain( com-
plete, still in operation) 
2 · TTK 21 16 mm Film Pro-
jection Chains (complete) 
2 • Mdtiplexers (complete units 
for both 16 mm movies and 
35 mm slides, with television 
camera) 
4 • TM 6 MasterMonltora(for 
studio and engineering con-
trol) 
1 • Multichrome Generator 
1 • Stabilizing Amplifier #9 
Some WP 33 Power Suppley 
100' Camera Cable 
According to the agreement, 
Xavier may trade thls equipment, 
in order to acquire what is neces-
sary to outfit our operation more 
emclently. wAt present. we now have 
more equipment than some com-
mercial stations and we expect to 
enhance the qualltyofourservlces," 
SAID Rev. Lawrence J. Flynn, S.J., 
Chairman of the Xavier Communi-




STUDENTS - DISCOVER -
SYMPHONY AND SAVE! 
Academic Achievement Stars 
were awarded to eighty-one mem-
bers of the ROTC Cadet Corps 
during ceremonies held in the 
Armory on October 25th. 
The Star, a locally established 
award, was presented. to those 
Cadets who achieved an overall 
scholastic grade of 3.25 or better 
during the second semester, school 
year 1967-68. 
Making the presentations on 
behalf of the Military Department 
were the following departmental 
heads from Xavier: Mr. John B. 
The OLC Psychology Club and 
its moderator, Dr. Miller, will be 
guests of the Philosophy Club at 
7:30 PM in the Hearth Room on 
Sunday, November 17th. Topic-
Piaget and the intellectual develop-
ment of children. . 
Hart (Physics); Dr. Robert G. 
Johnson (Chemistry); Fr. Orrin 
T. Wheeler, S.J. (Associate Regis-
trar); Dr. William J. Larkin, III 
(Mathematics); Dr. Charles J. 
Cusick (Biology); and, Dr. Robert 




3616 Montaromery Road 
EVANSTON 
One Block South ol Dana 
Few Blocka North of the Donn 
BACHELOR SERVICE 
FLUFF DRY BUNDLES 
e 4-HOUR SERVICE e 
DISCOVER SYMPHONY with 
Van Cliburn, Schwarzkopf, 
Francescatti and other brilliant 
artists at a tremendous savings 
on our Subscription Series. 
STUDENTS -- SAVE -· 25% 
On 
the popular ''8 O'CLOCK 
SERIES" featuring Erroll Gar-
ner, Peter Nero, Stan Getz, A 
Christmas Gala and more. 
STUDENTS -DISCOVER-
SYMPHONY AND SAVE! 
Check with your Information 
Booth in the University Center 
Building or call 731-2341 -
Extension 362 









The dramatic story of a boy and girl searching for life ... 
,~-A ·-OORABR'IANAVRILANGERS 
lntradulq ANN HOLLOWAY '111111 BillY GRAHAM AS lwiiiSIIf 
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uNITED sTATEs TAFT TLf EATRE Showlnc November 15 
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I GeorgeEder In The Margin I Marching Muskies 
on the 1 had a conversation on Viet- kUling either wrong or tragic. For 
nam, my first of length on this he did not recognize that the kUling 
subject In several weeks. Though can only be justified with suBlclent 
arguing about the bombing of reason. On the contrary, he ex-
North Vletnamnowisafter-the-fact, plained his conviction this way: 
his ideas and feelings were unique "Since twenty-five thousand of our 
to me (unique perhaps because my 'boys have been killed, then either 
experience Is simply deficient, but we· ought to get out Immediately 
that Ia beside the point), and the or we ought to bomb the hell out 
development of his though struck of them and win the war." When 
me as curious. asked which of these alternatives 
His pivotal argument was that he favored, he answered lmmedl-
"twenty-five thousand of our boys ately: "uumb them and win the 
have been killed over there." Those war." 
were his very words, words which Why does he decide on this 
I might expect to hear from his course rather than Immediate with-
parents and their peers, but not drawal? If we understand what he 
from him. They are words which I has chosen, we may find a clue. 
had understood to reflect an exper- An escalation of the bombing 
ience of family and parenthood. and an all-out war effort aim at a 
Mothers and fathers understand-
military victory. Such a clear, mill-
ably might consider soldiers as tary victory is something that has 
"our boys." But this was a student 
who used these words. escaped American in its decade of 
Involvement In Vietnam. Originally 
But to the argument itself, apart of course, America was notrespon-
from the way that he expressed it. slble' for militarily winning the war. 
The killing of twenty-five thousand But our responsibility deepened 
men Is a fact, a cold statistic. No with our Involvement, until finally 
one argues with ita statistical ac- 'the major weight of the military 
curacy. However, the attitude In responsibility rested on our 
which I accept the fact is extremely shoulders following the decision 
important. For my attitude will for the massive troop buildup In 
determine in what context I con· 1965. America had accepted the 
slder the fact and in what way I task of winning the war, yet now, 
will react to it. after more than three years there 
Many view the killing of twenty- is no clear indication that we have 
five thousand men as morally successfully completed that task. 
wrong without suBlclent .·eason, As a nation we are frustrated. 
and humanly tragic no matter How do people react when they 
what the reason. If there was suf- are not able to accomplish a task 
ficient reason for the killingtohave that they have undertaken? One 
been necessary, the expected re- reaction is to admit failure, and 
action would be to stop the killing then either to analyze why and try 
as soon as the reason no longer again, or to simply not continue. 
existed. And if sufficient reason In either case it is difficult to admit 
never did exist, then surely the failure. A farmorecommonhuman 
human reaction would be to stop reaction is a defensive, angry de-
the killing immediately. termination which blusters that we 
That is why it Is crucial that I will allow nothing to stand In the 
understand why we did decide to way of our getting this job done. 
fight and kill in Vietnam, and why It is this reaction which prompt-
we continue to fight and kill there. ed this student to choose to "bomb 
To be morally right it is necessary them and win the war." He shares 
that a reason did exist then and our collective national frustration 
continue to exist now. at not having accomplished what 
However, I am certain now that we had declared we would do. He 
this student does not consider the is reacting with a dogged resolu-
Perfect symbol 
of the love you share 
Beauty and perfection in the diamond 
you will cherish forever. Superbly 
styled rings of fine quality and crafts-
manship ... 
Student Char1e Aeeounta Invited ••• 
WASSERMAN 
JEWELERS 
605 Raee Street Cineinnati 621·0704 
tion of "cut out the nonaense and 
get the job done." 
Such a defensive reaction is par-
ticularly possible for Americans. 
As a nation we are famous for 
and we pride ouraelves on "being 
able to get the job done." The 
American stereotype includes a 
strong pragmatic strain. Since this 
pride In our abilities is deeply in-
grained In our national character, 
then we are more prone to react 
defensively when our abilities are 
called Into question by a job that 
we haven't accomplished. 
(Continued from page 3) 
Although not completely and not 
absolutely, the arts at Xavier have 
seemmgly gone underground. 
Above ground (e.g. the Brockman 
Hall "thing"), the machine domi-
nates the scene. The Muse and the 
human are not dormant; they have 
merely moved downstairs, down 
the street (the catacombs?). There 
the flame is alive, there men such 
as Mike and Dick are attempting, 
It seems to me, to redeem us from 
being unpeople. It would hardly 




"Unquestionably the perform- the concert season in preparation 
ance of your concert band was far for the spring trip throughout 
superior to anything we have en- Northern Ohio. 
joyed in ·recent years" was thr Murray State 
remark by Theodore Serrill, the 
Executive Vice-President of the WJ 
National NtlWSpaper Association. n 8 
Such remarks have been paid to J 
the university and the band de- R fie Match 
partment for its efforts on and off 
the football field to provide enter-
tainment for the university and the 
public at large. 
The marching season began 
with petformances at the Univer-
sity of Cincinnati game Sept. 28, 
and at the Marshall game Oct. 5. 
In an effort to gain public recog-
nition, ihe band perfornied at the 
National Newspaper Convention 
before Gov. Rhodes Oct. 11, and 
they led the Greater Cincihnati Holy 
Name Parade Oct. 16. Perform-
ances were resumed at the Dayton 
Homecoming game and before a 
national audience when the band 
performed at half-time at the Cin-
cinnati Bengal vs. Kansas City 
Chiefs game before NBC television 
on Nov. 10. The marching season 
will conclude with the band's per-
formance at the Bowling Green 
game, and practices will resume for 
Murray State sharpshooters 
won In all three categories-ROTC, 
Varsity, and Women's - in the 
12th annual Walsh Invitational 
Rifle Match at Xavier's Armory 
last weekend. 
Twenty-four teams from four-
teen colleges competed In the Walsh 
matches which Murray won for the 
fourth straight year. 
Akron finished second and Ken-
tucky placed third in the varsity 
competition. Toledo was second in 
the ROTC and Ohio State wa. 
'third. In the women's division, 
Ohio State placed second and Ken-
. tucky finished third. 
Other teams competing were. 
Eastern Kentucky, Louisville,. 
· Pittsburg, Carnegie Mellow, Wes: 
tern Kentucky, In~ana, Purdue, 
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Who cares! Who's got the Coke? Coca-Cola has the 
refreshing taste you never get tired of. That's why things go 
better with Coke, after Coke, after Coke. 
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by: 
Tl.a Coca-Cola Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati 
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